Institute for Student Learning and Assessment

Thursday, October 25, 2012
Kansas State University
9:00 am – 3:30 pm.

Featuring best practices in High Impact Instructional Practices and Student Learning Assessment

- Learning communities
- Writing intensive coursework
- Collaborative work
- Student Research
- Capstone Experiences
- Service learning
- Internships

ann ferren
Senior Fellow - Association of American Colleges and Universities

Keynote Address: Investing in Quality

Sessions
- Best practices of engaged learning experiences and student learning assessment.
- Assessment Showcase Poster Session with lunch buffet
- Multi-disciplinary panels: Implementing High Impact Instruction

There is no fee for attending.

Contact the K-State Office of Assessment (assessment@ksu.edu) or 532-5712 to reserve your place for the institute.

http://www.k-state.edu/

Who should attend?
assessment coordinators/directors, student life directors, & faculty

Kansas State University's Office of Assessment invites assessment directors/coordinators/chairs, student life directors, and faculty to attend the 2012 Institute for Student Learning and Assessment featuring best practices in High Impact Instruction and Student Learning Assessment. The Institute is designed to develop intentional and integrative strategies that strengthen student learning and exhibit student achievement. The institute curriculum emphasizes high-impact instructional practices (research supported active learning practices) and campus-wide strategies that are engaging to students and effective at improving achievement of learning outcomes.

Call for Poster Presentations: send your name; email; title of submission; and a summary of the topic by Friday, September 14, via email, to the Office of Assessment at assessment@ksu.edu. Call 532-5712 with questions. Submissions will be peer-reviewed. Topics should be focused on effectively implemented High Impact Instructional Practices and effective strategies for Student Learning Assessment.